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NPI is a leading corrugated carton manufacturer in the UAE with a

solid reputation for being an innovative and reliable service provider.

With our state-of-the-art machinery, an area of 180,000 square feet
and a team of 125 skilled personnel, we can provide our clients with
the best quality products and excellent customer service.

NPI is part of M.A.H.Y. KHOORY & CO. LLC, a leading diversified
business group and one of the longest standing UAE corporate
companies with over 2700 employees across the Middle East. Covering
a wide range of sectors. Since recycled containerboards represent an
important raw material for our business, we especially look forward to
great synergies with Union Paper Mills, a branch of M.A.H.Y. KHOORY &
CO and a regional pioneer and a leader in the paper recycling industry.

About Us

http://mahykhoory.com/
http://www.upmuae.com/en/index.php


Our Machinery

The 2.5 m BHS fully-automated board plant
features an Auto Splicer which helps plan a job
without stopping for the order/quality change.

The control assists and Automatic Order change.

The double stacker/cutter, supported by a fully-
automated conveyor for sheet delivery, helps to
facilitate satisfying two different client orders
simultaneously.



Our Machinery

NPI installed 3 EMBA printers that ensure high-
quality printing.

The machine features a “Fast Order Change,”
which enables us to turn around orders quickly
and efficiently, and the man-machine-interface
[MMI] computer system is self tutoring.



We now boast a total of 3 BOBST SPO 160 vision flat-bed die-cutters that allow us to satisfy the demand for
die-cut wraparounds trays for the automatic packaging line.
A unique facility in the Region, the advanced BOBST flat die-cutter with ‘G’ break ensures quality and timely
delivery and a vacuum transport system that maintains the strength of the board.



Products

Corrugated cartons

Single-wall and double-wall corrugated 
cartons

Corrugated packaging

High-grammage corrugated boards and 
tailor-made corrugated packaging



End Products (Samples)



Our Clients



Our ISO 9001 system has set the bar for
quality in the local packaging sector.

Our full-fledged Quality Assurance lab
ensures that quality standards are met at
every stage of production ; from raw
material through printing to the final
product.

The lab is equipped with sophisticated
machines for testing various product
attributes like GSM, Bursting, Piercing,
and Compression strength.

Quality Assurance



Certifications



For more information and queries ; Please visit our website : www.npiajman.com 

THANK YOU!


